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1. At law school my obsession with news spurred me to
create a Chinese/English daily newspaper of reports from
Tiananmen to share with my three PRC law school
classmates. I watched my principal undergraduate
Chinese politics professor in the square with Dan Rather
reversing his
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2. own thesis on Chinese politics and peaceful political change. He'd taught it could

never come. Then, that was all gone and he stood before the statute of freedom

oblivious to his own scholarship. Then a day or so later the Red Army tanks rolled

over the students.

3. We are kidding ourselves thinking that building a powerful Chinese military

authoritarian dictatorship is going to work out for us. Also, China's coal is killing the

planet. We need to make clear that Democracy is is a human right. Non-Democratic

states are a threat to all.

4. The South China Sea aggression is both a threat and an opportunity. The US

should begin massive exploitation of the Oil and Gas reserves. Our role will be to
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mediate the right to the wealth. In the short term, a guaranteed oil/gas supply will

permit China to begin to wean its

5. economy from its planet killing coal fired electrical grid. China must be a partner in

the future. We need to remain engaged in China not as an adversary but as a partner

for the Chinese people who have earned the right to expect a better life for all

6. not just for a capitalist class supported by a corrupt party and military officials.

Access to US schools is one thing all Chinese crave. Make that a bargaining chip. The

party can be manipulated by making being a member a way to family destruction.

Threaten to ban all

7. Party affiliated persons from US. Declare them PNG. Don't make it public. Just

make it clear. @POTUS @WHNSC @DefenseIntel @CIA @INDOPACOM

@SecPompeo
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